Intermanual transfer of adaptation to rearranged ear-hand coordination, generated by exposure to auditory rearrangement entailing 30 deg of functional rotation of the interaural axis by electronic pseudophones, was explored using 16 Ss. The results show that, except for one exposure condition, changes in ear-hand coordination that compensate the distortion induced by the pseudophones fail to transfer intermanually. These findings are similar to observations on visual adaptation.
Several years ago I reported that adaptive shifts in eye-hand coordination, produced by moving the arm in an arc in the frontal parallel plane while viewing through wedge prisms, fail to transfer intermanually (Mikaelian, 1962) . Other studies since have shown that it is possible to obtain intermanual transfer of adaptation following certain conditions of prism viewing. Harris (1963) and Hamilton (1964) , among others, have reported that when, during prism viewing, S is allowed to move his head and/or body while moving his arm, the ensuing adaptation transfers intermanually. Kalil and Freedman (1966) , Cohen (1967) , Goldberg, Taub, and Berman (1967) , and others have reported similar results following exposure that consisted of S's reaching for a target with his arm while viewing both his reaching arm and the target through prisms.
Theoretical speculations concerning the presence or absence of intermanual transfer in prism adaptation, as reported in these studies, have emphasized the conditions which produce or inhibit intermanual transfer, wich the assumption that adaptations produced by them are essentially equivalent. The possibility that the sensorimotor changes generated by these different exposure conditions may be dissimilar emerges from an analysis of these conditions. For example, moving the head or body during prism vision, a condition reported to be instrumental for in terman ual transfer, generates visuo-motor changes that appear as alterations in the orientation of the bod y to external visual targets (egocentric localization) (Held & Hein, 1960, and Hamilton, 1964 a visual target, regardless of the laterality of the limb, will manifest corresponding changes. Clearly, such a phenomenon is better described as generalization rather than as transfer of adaptation from one arm to the other. I have discussed elsewhere the relationship between the geometry of movement and the patterns of sensorimotor adaptation that bears on this matter (Mikaelian, 1967) .
Intermanual transfer of response alterations produced by prism viewing of the arm reaching for targets should also be interpreted cautiously. A S, detecting errors induced by prism vision while reaching for a target, can readily and fully correct them, usually within a few trials, by simply shifting his motor response. Such a correction is more akin to a simple motor skill readily available to either limb. In my experiments, S viewed his arm on a homogeneous background, often unable to resolve the nature of the prism transform. Adaptation was gradual and after 10 min reached only about 60%.
The usefuness of theoretical speculations of adaptation processes, formulated on the basis of intermanual transfer data from experiments where adaptation could be contaminated by the factors discussed above, is limited. It is necessary to obtain relevant information from exposure conditions that provide adequate controls for these variables.
Auditory rearrangement, produced by functional rotation of the in teraural axis by pseudophones, represents an exposure condition with sui table controls. Typically, adaptation is produced by having a blindfolded S move a hand-held sound source while listening through pseudophones. The direction and magnitude of the differences between pre-and postpseudophone exposure measurements of ear-hand coordination are systematically related to the functional rotation of the interaural axis (Freedman et al, 1967, and Mikaelian, 1969) . Unlike viewing through prisms, S listening through pseudophones cannot resolve the imposed sensory transform. Furthermore, the absence of external targets to be reached during exposure as well as the lack of external frames of reference make it difficult for him to judge the accuracy of his movements and thus correct for "error." Head movements, of course, are easily controllable. Auditory rearrangement, then, provides a "clean" condition in which to test for intermanual transfer of sensorimotor adaptation. The following experiment was accordingly designed.
METHOD Apparatus
The experiments were conducted in an anechoic chamber (for frequencies above 100 Hz). The testing apparatus ( Fig. 1 ) consisted essentially of a Masonite board, 24 x 188 in., curved to a radius of 30 in. The semicircular board was supported by Dexion frames with its base 32 in. from the floor and its vertical surface in S's frontal parallel plane. The board served to support the targets and the paper on which S marked their location. The targets consisted of earphones (Permaflux PDR-S) mounted on wooden supports (light targets were also mounted on the wooden board but were not used in this experiment). S's head rested on a chinrest at the geometric center of the curved testing apparatus.
The pseudophones consisted of a pair of Altec 21 condenser microphones fitted with plastic cast artificial pinnae (supplied by the Laboratory for Research in Neuropsychology, 117 Perkins St., Boston, Mass. 02130). The microphones with the pinnae were mounted 7lh in. apart on a Lucite bar which was attached to a pair of headphones such that the bar rested on S's head and could be rotated. The output from each microphone was amplified separately (WEAL Type 100 DIE) and fed into its corresponding right or left headphone (PDR-S ). Rotation of the pseudophone asia produced a lateral shift of the auditory field towards the leading ear.
Wide-band pulsed noise, 65 dB above threshold (re .0002 dynes/em' ) with a 3O-msec-on and 6o-msec-off sequence, was used as the signal to be localized during testing. E could·direct the test signals to any one of the three targets through a set of pushbutton switches. Target locations were as follows: 20 deg left, 0 deg (straight ahead), and 20 deg right.
Training, testing, and exposure procedures used in this experiment were identical to those reported in an earlier paper (Mikaelian, 1969) . Training consisted of practice in locating the position of a sound target, while listening through pseudophones, until a criterion of accuracy was reached (range of markings less than 3 in.), Testing consisted of marking the position of the sound targets on the test apparatus with pseudophones in normal orientation (axis of pseudophones parallel to the interaural axis). Exposure entailed moving a hand-held sound source that emitted a train of pulses, possessing the same parameters as the test signal, in a semicircular path around the head while listening through pseudophones. S wore opaque goggles during the entire proceedings. The sequence for each experimental session was as follows: with the pseudophones in normal orientation, S marked the position of the three auditory targets five times in a random order, first using one arm and then the other. Following this preexposure testing, the pseudophones were rotated by 30 deg and S was handed the sound source and instructed to move it. At the end of 20 min of exposure, pseudophone orientation was returned to normal and postexposure markings taken (same number as preexposure), first using the contralateral (unexposed) arm and then the ipsilateral (exposed). Intermanual transfer was measured by the difference between pre-and postexposure tests with the exposed and unexposed arm. Sixteen right-handed paid Sa with no apparent hearing defects were used. They were assigned randomly to two groups: Group 1, exposed to rearrangement with the right ear leading; and Group 2, exposed to rearrangement with the left ear leading. Each S was tested in two sessions separated by at least 24 h. In one session, the right arm was used for exposure and, in the other, the left. The order of arms used for exposure was counterbalanced in each group.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The results are shown in Tables 1  and 2 . Each number represents, in degrees of angular displacement, the mean difference between pre-and postexposure markings of the positions of the three auditory targets. The measurements, being taken with the pseudophones in normal orientation, represent aftereffect errors in localizations. Positive di fferences represent ear-hand coordination changes in the expected (adaptive) direction, that is, in a direction opposite to the pseudophonic displacement. Negative values represent unadaptive changes.
The data show that the changes in ear-hand coordination entailing the exposed, or ipsilateral, arm are statistically reliable (p < .01, t test for correlated means). and those entailing the unexposed, or contralateral, arm are, except for the left-ear-leading/leftarm-exposure condition (Table 2) , not reliably different from zero. Although the data reflect a good deal of individual differences in magnitude of adaptation, a common observatlon in adaptation studies, the responses of most Ss are quite consistent. Systematic changes in ear-hand coordination follow exposure to auditory rearrangement, confirming earlier reports (Freedman et al, 1967; Mikaelian, 1969) ; however, these changes occur mostly in responses with the ipsilateral arm and, except for Table 1 TraDsfer of Adaptation to Rearranced Ear-Hand Coordination.
Rillbt Ear Lelldm. (in Decree. of Anaular Displacement) one condition, fail to transfer intermanually. These 0 bservations reflect an interesting asymmetry. Three of the four conditions indicate failure of intermanual transfer of adaptation to auditory rearrangement, while the fourth reflects transfer. Failure of adaptation to transfer intermanually signifies that when the sensory flux during exposure to distorted feedback arises from arm movements, the consequent sensorimotor changes are confined mostly to responses made with that arm. This rule, which has also been shown to hold for vision, appears to be a relatively stable feature of sensorimotor adaptation and must be incorporated in any theory of its underlying processes.
The presence of intermanual transfer in one of the conditions is a puzzling finding. Following 20 min of pseudophonic listening with the left ear leading and the left arm moving the sound source, significant changes in ear-hand responses made with both the ipsilateral and the contralateral arm occur. Evidently adaptation produced by this exposure condition generazes, while that produced by the other conditions are confined to the exposed arm. None of the theories in the literature make provisions for such an asymmetry, although asymmetries in adaptation have been reported by others (Held, 1955) . Explanation of asymmetries must be obtained from further experimentation. However, the data from the left-ear-leading/left-armexposure condition of the present experiment lend themselves to an interesting analysis in terms of hemispheric dominance. The auditory information about the moving sound source (mediated primarily by the left ear due to its orientation relative to the path of the moving sound source) and the motor information about this movement (left arm) were processed during exposure by the right cerebral hemisphere, this being the only condition where the relevant sensory and motor information were both processed by that hemisphere. A differential representation of the sensorimotor function between the hemispheres (the left being focal and the right diffuse in representation for right-hand dominance) has been suggested by Semmes (1967) . Our Ss were all right-handed, and it could be that the asymmetry of intermanual transfer reflects the asymmetry in hemispheric functioning. Such an approach opens new lines of investigations that may prove fruitful.
